MEMORANDUM

DATE: March 7, 2019

TO: Mr. Bryant Paulk, AICP, FDOT Urban Liaison
Ms. Christy Johnson, AICP, FDOT Urban Liaison
Mr. Vincent Beebe, P.E., ALDOT

COPIES TO: TPO, TCC, and CAC Members

FROM: Tiffany Bates, Transportation Program Coordinator

RE: TPO Actions Report – February 2019

The following items were discussed and acted upon by the Florida-Alabama Transportation Planning Organization (TPO) at the February 13, 2019 meeting. The TPO requests the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) to share this report with the appropriate department directors and to take action if requested by the TPO. Copies are sent to local government representatives for coordination with local plans.

**LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN:**
The TPO approved Resolution FL-AL 19-02 approving the scope of services for the Florida-Alabama TPO 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan update. This action was recommended to begin the Long Range Plan update as soon as possible in order meet the November 3, 2020 adoption date.

**SAFETY PERFORMANCE MEASURES**
The TPO approved Resolution FL-AL 19-01 to adopt targets for safety performance measures, accepting FDOT’s “Vision Zero” targets and ALDOT’s “Toward Zero Death Initiative.” This action was recommended to comply with the February 27, 2019 deadline to remain in compliance with the federal and state regulations for transportation planning.

**CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT**
The TPO approved Resolution FL-AL 19-05 approving TPO staff to coordinate with the City of Pensacola and Escambia County staff to finalize a Scope of Services and enter into a contract with the TPO’s general planning consultant for the West Cervantes Street Corridor Traffic Feasibility Study. This action was requested so that the project can move forward.

**TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES SET-ASIDE PROGRAM**
The TPO approved Resolution FL-AL 19-03 to adopt the Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside ranked projects, sending the top two ranked projects to FDOT. This action was recommended because all requirements of the competitive process were met and to comply with the February 28, 2019 deadline to submit applications to FDOT for consideration. The FL-ALTPO top two ranked projects are listed below:

1. City of Pensacola CRA: Multi-Modal Connectivity to Legion Field & Global Learning Academy
2. City of Pensacola CRA: Multi-Modal Connectivity to Downtown Pensacola via W. Main Street
TRANSIT
The TPO approved Resolution FL-AL 19-04 authorizing the TPO’s general planning consultant, HDR to develop a Bus Stop Assessment Plan. This action was recommended to comply with ADA Bus Stop accessibility requirements.

TPO ADMINISTRATION
The TPO approved authorizing the chairman to sign an Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) grant application support letter for I-10 congestion relief for the Mobile River Bridge and Bayway project.